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The Manager's Guide to Competitive IntelligencePraeger Publishers, 2003
In The Managers Guide to Competitive Intelligence, McGonagle and Vella offer comprehensive guidelines for CI managers to achieve their goals. They cover the responsibilities and duties, and give strategic direction for managers trying to find their way in this important, but often overlooked, discipline....Get this book and read every...
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Programming .NET ComponentsO'Reilly, 2003
The introduction of the Microsoft® .NET framework not only brings developers a powerful, cohesive toolset for the development of new Windows and Web applications -- it also replaces COM as the technology of choice for building components on Windows platforms.  Components are the fundamental building blocks of .NET applications; they can both...
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Excel 2003 Just the Steps For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
Easy steps for creating spreadsheets you can really use
    

    Simple steps...    

    ...for great results    

    Use AutoOutline      

	Choose Data Group and Outline AutoOutline. Figure 11-9 illustrates a worksheet with outline...
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Rang & Dale's Pharmacology: With STUDENT CONSULT  Online AccessChurchill Livingstone, 2007
A straightforward way to master a complex subject! This bestselling textbook presents all the knowledge you need to get through your pharmacology course and beyond-using a clear and accessible approach that makes the material easy and interesting to learn. Progressing logically from a molecular understanding of receptors and drug actions to the...
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Maran Illustrated Weight TrainingCourse Technology PTR, 2005
Produced by the award-winning maranGraphics Group, Maran’s Illustrated Guide to Weight Training is a valuable resource for all readers, regardless of age or fitness level. Clear, step-by-step instructions walk the reader through each exercise from beginning to end, while photographs and illustrations show you the targeted muscles for each...
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Building iPhone Apps with HTML, CSS, and JavaScript: Making App Store Apps Without Objective-C or CocoaO'Reilly, 2010

What people are saying about Building iPhone Apps w/ HTML, CSS, and JavaScript

"The future of mobile development is clearly web technologies like CSS, HTML and JavaScript. Jonathan Stark shows you how to leverage your existing web development skills to build native iPhone applications using these...
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Microsoft Mapping: Geospatial Development with Bing Maps and C#Apress, 2013

	Geospatial mapping applications have become hugely popular in recent years. With smart-phone and tablet numbers snow-balling this trend looks set to continue well into the future. Indeed, it is true to say that in today’s mobile world location-aware apps are becoming the norm rather than the exception. 

	

	In...
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Data Scientists at WorkApress, 2014

	Data Scientists at Work is a collection of interviews with sixteen of the world's most influential and innovative data scientists from across the spectrum of this hot new profession. "Data scientist is the sexiest job in the 21st century," according to the Harvard Business Review. By 2018, the United States will...
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Rapid Application Development with MozillaPrentice Hall, 2003
A must-have read for anybody interested in learning to build sophisticated applications with the Mozilla application framework.—Mitchell Baker, President, The Mozilla Foundation

Mozilla has grown to become a powerful framework for building cutting-edge web applications. Rapid Application Development with...
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Rendering for Beginners: Image Synthesis using RenderManFocal Press, 2004
'Rendering for Beginners is bound to become a must-read for anyone interested in Pixar's RenderMan. Saty's experience as both RenderMan practitioner and RenderMan teacher gives him a unique and valuable perspective. I can't wait to add a copy to my own graphics library.'

...
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Excel 2007 for Starters: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2007
Fast-paced and easy to use, this new book teaches you the basics of Excel 2007 so you can start using the program right away. This concise guide shows readers how to work with Excel's most useful features and its completely redesigned interface. With clear explanations, step-by-step instructions, lots of illustrations, and plenty of timesaving...
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50 Fast Final Cut Express TechniquesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
"If you are looking to maximize Final Cut Express, you won’t find
a better guide than Tim Meehan."
    —Dan Jahn, President, The Raven Group    

Whether creating dynamite digital videos is your profession or just your obsession, Final Cut Express can enhance your projects. In this richly illustrated volume,...
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